Attn: ALLYN INTERNATIONAL
Mr. DANIEL CHROVIAN

Re: Containers Superintendence during stripping out six 45’ HC

CONTAINERS SURVEY REPORT

THIS IS TO CERTIFY that the undersigned Marine Surveyor, did on 09/19 and 09/21, 2012 at the request of Daniel Chrovian Allyn International – 3PL Team Leader and for the account of ALLYN INTERNATIONAL, conduct a containers superintendence during stripping out three 45’ HC containers, while they were stripped out at Marine Container Services in Newark NJ, in order to provide professional supervisory during a stripping process.

ATTENDING SURVEY

Zlatomir S. Vergiev, Marine Surveyor
Don White, Warehouse Manager
BMP LLC.
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DESCRIPTION

CARGO

Three containers were loaded with five floor/ceiling packages and five crates with parts

CIRCUMSTANCES OF SURVEY

Containers were stripped out at Marine Container Services in 414 Avenue P, Newark NJ 07105

STATEMENT

09/19/12 from 0900 AM to 0200 PM

MSKU 4670644 45’ HC
LOT 48366 seal 0154320
5 pcs. Ceiling / Floors packages
5 pcs. Crates Parts
1 Carton Box with transport distance elements 12 pcs.
No any remarkable damages during discharging
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**MSKU 4696736** 45' HC
LOT 48368 seal 0154328
5 pcs. Ceiling / Floors packages
5 pcs. Crates Parts
1 Carton Box with transport distance elements 12 pcs.
1 Carton Box with A/C support elements.

No any remarkable damages during discharging

09/21/12 from 0800 AM to 1130 AM

**MSKU 4548826** 45’ HC
LOT 48367 seal SI 0154321
5 pcs. Ceiling / Floors packages
5 pcs. Crates Parts
1 Carton Box with transport distance elements 12 pcs.

Remark: During striping out, side metal cover of one crate with parts was dented heavy.
Looks like no any damage over the cargo inside of the box. (see please attached pictures)
SUMMARY

The subject shipment of three containers 45’ HC, for Allyn International, was stripped at Marine Container Services in 414 Avenue P, Newark NJ 07105. The stripping and handling of the cargo was carried out in a safe and satisfactory manner with exceptions noted in this report.

This report is based on facts presently known to the attending Surveyor and is issue without prejudice to the rights of whom it may concern. The right to amend or supplement this Report should additional information be made available is reserved. Our liability, if any, is limited to the fees for services rendered on this Report.

For BMP LLC.

Zlatomir S Vergiev
Ocean Going Master any Gross Tonnage
SAMS- Accredited Marine Surveyor

Enclosures: (1) Photos